October 2019

Joy R. ........................................... October 1st
Gwendolyn B. ................................. October 2nd
Martha Ann P. ................................. October 5th
Kathy P. .......................................... October 5th
Helen C. ......................................... October 12th
Dorothy F. ....................................... October 12th
Delbert G. ....................................... October 12th
Regina C. ....................................... October 19th
Mildred E. ...................................... October 20th
Norma Jean D. ................................. October 23rd
Gail B. ............................................ October 31st

“FINAL HARVEST” WOMEN’S GOSPEL TRIO
Legacy will welcome the women’s gospel group, “FINAL HARVEST” on Wednesday, October 2nd at 3:00pm.
Their wide range of music styles includes southern gospel, contemporary and original classical inspirational. Though each person is assigned a part, they often switch parts as needed, confusing, but delighting, everyone listening.

SHOW US YOUR COSTUME!
Don’t forget to wear your costume on Halloween, Thursday, October 31st at 3pm in the MPR and we’ll choose a winner for the BEST costume!

Cece Carrillo ......................... Executive Director
Lindy Fasel .................. Executive Assistant
Robert Odle ..................... Maintenance Director
Dawn Wallace ............ Assistant Administrator
Monica Torres .......... Housekeeping Supervisor
Trudy Murray ........ Directed Care Nurse
Mary Michela ........ Personal Care Nurse
Rob Iqbal .................. Food Service Director
Mailani Fernandez .... Recreation Director
Jeannine Braunberger .... Marketing Director
Tammy Shreeve .......... Marketing Manager
Cindy von Wiegen .... Billing Office Manager
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### GRIEF SUPPORT GROUP
- **9:30** Musical Fitness with Dick! - MPR 1
- **10:15** Crafting Corner with Lee: MPR 2
- **10:15** Breast Cancer Awareness Pins
- **10:45** Bible Study in the Library - GGR

### FENG SHUI LIVING
- **9:30** Sit & Get Fit!- MPR 1
- **10:15** Daily Chronicle Read - MPR 1
- **10:30** “WHO AM I?” Celebrity Guessing
- **12:00** MEN’S CLUB - Pool Table
- **1:30** Dime Bingo Bonanza! - MPR 1
- **3:00** LIVE MUSIC: “FINAL HARVEST”

### SERVICE MPR 2 & 3
- **9:30** Work It Out with Janice Young! - MPR 2
- **10:00** Catholic Service- MPR 3
- **10:15** Daily Chronicle Read - MPR 1
- **10:30** ADDITIONAL POKENO - MPR 1 (Please Bring 10 Dimes)
- **12:00** MEN’S CLUB - Pool Table
- **1:30** Dime Bingo Bonanza! - MPR 1
- **3:00** LIVE MUSIC: “FINAL HARVEST”
- **3:30** Smartly Pants Circle: GL Scattering Group Circle Group!

### NORM’S WATCH REPAIR
- **10:30** Weekend WISDOM Trivia- GL
- **10:45** Bible Study in the Library - GGR
- **12:00** Billiards Practice (RR) Pool Table
- **1:30** Quarter Bingo! MPR 1
- **1:30** Left, Right, Center MPR 1
- **2:30-3:30pm OPEN BAR
- **3:00** Fun Fridays Happy Hour with Scott Halcock - MPR

### FALL PREVENTION Presentation
- **9:30** Fun Fridays Happy Hour with Scott Halcock - MPR
- **10:30** Weekend WISDOM Trivia- GL
- **12:00** Billiards Practice (RR) Pool Table
- **1:30** Quarter Bingo! MPR 1
- **5:30** Sunday Cinema (2nd Fl): “BLAZING SADDLES”

### CASINO OUTING
- **9:30** Fun Fridays Happy Hour with Scott Halcock - MPR
- **10:30** Weekend WISDOM Trivia- GL
- **12:00** Billiards Practice (RR) Pool Table
- **1:30** Quarter Bingo! MPR 1
- **5:30** Sunday Cinema (2nd Fl): “YOUNG PHILADELPHIANS”

### PANERA BREAD OUTING
- **9:30** Sunday Cinema (2nd Fl): “YOUNG PHILADELPHIANS”

We definitely try our best, but due to unforeseen circumstances, activities are subject to change. Please refer to the daily printed & posted activity schedules. If you have any questions or concerns, please see Mailani, Recreation Director. Thank you!
LIVE LONG LEARNING: Every 3rd Tuesday of the month, Suncrest’s Ellie will be bringing us a “HOT TOPIC” to discuss and learn. This month’s topic will be on Parkinson’s Disease. Join us Tuesday, October 15th at 3PM in MPR 2.

NATIONAL Breast Cancer Awareness Month

OCTOBER